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VICTORIAN

The Victorian is the most popular style of conservatory,
with a versatility that makes it suitable for many house
styles. Its distinguishing architectural feature is a bay
front, giving a curved shape. A steeply pitched roof and
ornate ridge details can give this style of conservatory
a more classical appearance.
The Victorian style is available in:
• three facet – a bay front that has three main windows
which give a curved appearance, widely angled for
maximum space.
• ﬁve facet – a bay front with ﬁve main windows
creating a more rounded appearance.

The Ultraframe Victorian
style is available
in a choice of two
systems:
Classic and Uzone
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GEORGIAN

The Georgian is a ﬂat-fronted style that offers excellent
use of ﬂoor space due to the square or rectangular
internal shape.
Each side of the roof slopes back to the centre and the
resulting contemporary style is suited to the majority of
properties.
The Ultraframe Georgian style is available in the
Classic system, for a more traditional look, or the
Uzone system for a property requiring a more
contemporary style.
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GABLE

A gable-fronted style of conservatory adds a sense of
grandeur to any home.
With the same angular ﬂoor space as a Georgian, a
gable offers excellent use of internal space. The front
panel of the roof remains upright rather than sloping
back to the centre as on a Georgian, creating a feeling
of great height within the conservatory.
The Ultraframe gable-fronted style of conservatory is
available in the Classic system
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LEAN-TO

The lean-to style is for those who prefer the
clean understated lines of a Mediterranean
sunroom.
Traditional or contemporary, this style is
ideal for properties with limited space under
the eaves or an awkward area in which to
ﬁt a conservatory. However, the pitch
of the roof is variable, so that a shallow
pitch could ﬁt under a low bungalow eaves,
whilst a steeper pitch would match the roof
of a terraced or detached house.
The Ultraframe lean-to style is available
in the Classic, Uzone Elevation and
Uzone Elevation Plus systems from
Ultraframe.
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SOMETHING DIFFERENT

For homes that require a larger conservatory a Pshape, T-shape, Lantern style or Orangery are an
impressive addition. The P-shape and T-shape
conservatories offer a large and versatile ﬂoor
space. The Lantern style is distinguished by the
two tiered feature roof and is a popular choice for
swimming pool enclosures.
For those wanting a modern take on an atrium
roof, the Ultraframe Orangery is the perfect
option to bring light and an immense feeling of
space into an adjacent room. In fact, with an
Orangery, you are blurring the margins between
a conservatory and a glazed extension.
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PERSONALISE YOUR CONSERVATORY

There are a variety of options to customise the exterior and interior of your conservatory.
Here we explore the ways you can add your own ﬁnishing touches.
Cresting & Finials

Glazing Options

Crestings and ﬁnials are the
decorative ﬁttings that run along
the top of your conservatory
roof. A choice of crestings
and ﬁnials are available with
Ultraframe conservatory roofs,
dependent on which system
you choose. Ranging from
the ultra-modern ﬁnial and
cresting to the more traditional
combination, there are options
to suit all tastes.

If you’re speciﬁcally wanting
to bring a lot more light into
your home, then a glass roof
is the right choice for you.
Ultraframe exclusively supply
Conservaglass
which
is
specially engineered for the
needs of a conservatory roof.

Chambered Top Cappings
The bars that run between
the panels in the roof of your
conservatory are covered with
protective top cappings, which
aid the thermal efﬁciency of
the roof. Ultraframe can offer
a choice of designs for these
top cappings to give either
a streamlined contemporary
appearance or a more rounded
traditional look.

Conservaglass works by deﬂecting heat from the sun in Summer to
keep the inside of the conservatory cool and by retaining the warmth
from heating appliances in the Winter. It also features a true self-cleaning
coating that uses the power of the sun to break down organic deposits
and then uses rain water to wash it clean away. A conservatory featuring
Conservaglass either in Subtle Blue or Neutral Clear is the optimum
glazing for your conservatory.
Polycarbonate is a lower cost alternative to glass but still provides
excellent thermal properties and aesthetics. Polycarbonate is available
in a range of colours, thicknesses and speciﬁcations:
• Clear
• Opal
• Bronze
• Bronze/Opal
• Solar Control

Ultraselect
Ultraselect is a range of
decorative strips to add style to
the inside of your conservatory.
A wide variety of designs are
available and the strips simply
clip into place, enabling you
to change the design as you
wish.

Tie Bars
A tie bar is sometimes speciﬁed
to help support the weight of a
large roof or one that is ﬁtted
with glass. The position of the
tie bar is dictated by engineering
principles and must be ﬁtted
when speciﬁed.

Cornice
Cornice adds a further degree
of elegance to the Classic roof.
Cornice shrouds the existing
Classic gutter, in effect hiding
the ends of the glazing bars to
provide smooth clean lines at
the eaves interface.

Ceiling Fans
Decorative ceiling
fans are available in
a variety of designs,
with or without light
ﬁttings and the choice
of an optional remote control.
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systems for 25 years and are acknowledged as industry leaders
The best products
Ultraframe have a rooﬁng system solution to suit
every home and every budget, with a choice of
traditional or contemporary looks
The Ultraframe roof is the most conﬁgurable on
the market ensuring a conservatory can ﬁt every
home
Ultraframe supply the widest range of
conservatory styles available and offer options
for personalisation to ensure your conservatory
will be as individual as you are
Our products are the most thermally efﬁcient
on the market so you’ll be comfortable in your
conservatory all year round

The reassurance of a quality brand
All Ultraframe roofs are engineered for the
extremes of the UK climate and are approved
by the British Board of Agrément (BBA) to last at
least 25 years. They were the ﬁrst systems to have
passed the USA’s BOCA system, the toughest
testing regime in the world
Our extensive research and development team
continues to innovate and extend the boundaries
of design, so when you choose an Ultraframe
roof, you can be certain that you’re getting the
best

Choose high performance Conservaglass to help

Ultraframe Certiﬁcate of Authenticity
Of course with a reputation such as Ultraframe’s,
imitation is inevitable, and some disreputable
companies have been known to promise to ﬁt
an Ultraframe roof, only to ﬁt an inferior system.
To help put an end to this serious problem
we’ve introduced the Ultraframe Certiﬁcate of
Authenticity – your guarantee that you have a top
quality Ultraframe roof. The Certiﬁcate is a legal
document that you can use to reassure future
buyers of your home that your conservatory really

you keep cool in Summer and warm in Winter.

does feature an Ultraframe roof.

Ultraframe is the only company that supplies
ventilation in every roof as standard. Our
patented ventilation systems are second to none,
minimising condensation and ensuring that
you can enjoy your conservatory whatever the
weather

Ultraframe is a trading name of Ultraframe (UK) Ltd.
Conservaglass, Conservaﬂash, Ultraselect, Ridgeﬂow,
Uzone and Uzone Elevation are registered trademarks of
Ultraframe (UK) Ltd.
Ultraframe (UK) Ltd
Salthill Road, Clitheroe,
Lancashire. BB7 1PE
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It is Ultraframe’s policy to continually seek to improve its products, processes and services, and we reserve the right to change speciﬁcations without prior notice. Ultraframe is a trading name of Ultraframe (UK) Limited.

Here at Ultraframe, we’ve been designing and manufacturing conservatory rooﬁng
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Ultraframe - leading the conservatory industry through innovation and expertise

